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Are you paying too much for 
NBN

 and/or 
Mobile Service?

2 years ago we reviewed the various charges 
and services.

A lot has changed since then 
and so have the costs. 
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How much are you paying per month?

Are you paying more than $10 for your mobile phone?

Are you paying more than $30 for your NBN home service, 
without movies?

or 
more than $60 with movies?

Perhaps you are paying too much
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We are using 2 ways of communicating 
electronically  

Through a home wired service
via the NBN and a Retail Service Provider

Wirelessly through mobile towers 
via a Mobile Service Provider 
and a SIM card

While most of us choose to have both, many 
have chosen to have only a mobile account 
for reduced cost.
 
Some get by with only a wired service.  
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The big change on the Internet –---
Streaming movies

Netflix, Stan, Quickflix, Presto

$10 to $17 per month.

Foxtel $49 to $89 

Watching 12 hours per week  data usage :-

     Low quality   20 GB  per month

     Medium       80 GB   per month

     High   120 GB   per month

It is unlikely any of us would choose to watch these 
shows on a mobile plan due to the high cost.     
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The big NBN internet speed lie -
”you need more speed”

A major change which occurred with the NBN was 
watching (streaming) movies from the internet onto 
televisions. 

Most people think that the higher NBN speeds are 
needed for movies, but this generally false. 

You only need 3 Mbps to watch in clear, standard 
definition and 5 Mbps for HD, 
both well within the 12Mbps of the old ADSL system 
and the lowest NBN speed.

Only ultra HD needs a speed of 25 Mbps.

Families with several kids watching on 3 or 4 TVs
may need higher speeds.
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How is usage charged? 

For wired phone and Internet  ----
- connection, 
- phone calls, 
- messages,
- data    

 

For Mobile phone ----
- phone calls, 
- messages, 
- data

For Mobile Broadband (Wireless Broadband)
     - data

Mobile data charges are higher 
   than NBN wired.
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Mobile Phone 
Services

There are more than 600 mobile services available from 
more than 100 suppliers. 

Costs per year can range from as little as $60 to $1,500 
per year 

Most seniors would be choosing from the lower to 
medium cost plans - from $60 to $600 per year, 

The most popular around $120 per year ($10 per month)
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Mobile Services 
Network providers: Telstra, Optus, Vodaphone.

Coverage Telstra more than twice the area than 
Optus, Vodafone has the least.

Network types and speeds:
     - 2G ceased in 2018 
     - 3G planned to be closed in 2024
     - 4G about 10 times faster
     - 5G coming 2019/20
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Telstra network      

Telstra network has the widest coverage in 
Australia

To use Telstra network, you don’t have to use Telstra 
as the service provider

There are actually 10 service providers, apart from 
Telstra, that use the Telstra network. 

ALDI Mobile,  Belong,  Boost Mobile,  Lycamobile, 
Pennytel,  Southern Phone,  Tangerine Telecom, 
TeleChoice,  Woolworths Mobile.
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Optus network        

Prefer the Optus network? 

There are 14 carriers to choose from, apart from 
Optus. 

amaysim,  Coles Mobile,  Dodo,  Exetel,  iiNet, 
Jeenee Mobile,  Moose Mobile,  OVO, 
Southern Phone,  SpinTel,  Vaya,  Yomojo
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Vodaphone      

Want a plan on the Vodafone network? 

There are 7 carriers to choose from, apart from 
Vodafone. 

    Hello Mobile, C Mobile,  Kogan Mobile,  
        Lebara Mobile,  TPG, Lebara, GoTalk
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Mobile Phone services

1.5GB          $8.95

Note: Prices are often changing, often by temporary discounts
such first 6 months at half price. Always check the fine print and conditions,

If it looks to good to be true ----------

Caution
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Telstra Mobile Phone services

While Telstra’s low plan has a higher cost than others
it is reasonable value if you need 15 GB per month
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Lowest cost
PAYG – Pay As You Go

Aldi example ---
 

Now 0.6c MB
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ALDI
PAYG – Pay As You Go

 

Calls 12c/min
SMS 12c ea

O/seas 10c min
Data 0.6c MB 

Lasts up to 365 days
Pay $30 or $15

Recharge when used up
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amaysim has a similar PAYG service
but quite a lot dearer

 

Now 0.6c MB
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amaysim very good value 
low cost monthly plan

until 31st October
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amaysim Plans
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Changing mobile providers -
porting your phone numbers

Changing mobile providers is very easy

You can “port” (keep) your current number 
 when you change service providers

Much easier than changing NBN wired system providers

It generally takes just a few minutes

In the August presentation we looked at how important 
your mobile number was and how to look after it.
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How to change mobile providers - 
and port your phone number 

Compare and choose a new provider

DO NOT contact your current provider or cancell

Get a SIM card for your new provider, from a store or order 
online.  

Phone or log onto the new provider and register your SIM card

You will need –

- The card identifier key supplied with it
- Your driver’s licence/Medicare/passport
- Your current Retail Service Provider account number 
- Bank account/credit card numbers

Your new provider will arrange the transfer and 
    cancel your existing account  
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Now for the NBN 
wired services
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NBN plans

The added speed available on the NBN is 
irrelevant for most retirees

Even the lowest 12 MBps is adequate even for 
viewing Netfllix and other movies at normal quality

Choosing a plan is mostly related to data usage

50 MB is enough for most retirees, 
---- unless you watch movies

100 MB is sufficient for watching movies  
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Changing NBN services ---

Unfortunately changing NBN providers is awkward.
This is why so many users continue to use Telstra although paying 
more for less service.  

1) Your email address ---
    If you use your provider’s email service 
    you will have to change your email address.

2)  When you change you will generally need a new modem. 
     To avoid paying for the modem you will need to enter a contract,    
       generally 12 months.

3)  Even so, changing can save people significant amounts, 
      such as using TPG at $30, compared the Telstra at $75 or $90

4) However it pays to check your plan, you may save by moving to a  
    lower plan on your current provider
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Canstar Comparison of NBN services---
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NBN
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Other Costs

With all plans there are generally other charges, set up, 
modems,  etc

I have ignored  these as they are mostly ‘once off’, often 
they are waived if you choose a 12 or 24 month contract

You can swap ISPs and keep your existing home phone 
number

If you use your ISPs email facility, you will need to change 
email address.  This is a reason to use Gmail instead.  
Gmail goes with you.
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Moving from NBN 
to mobile only --

 

A significant number of members have already moved to 
a mobile only to avoid the cost of a wired NBN service

Your phone can be used as a “wireless hot spot’ to 
connect a computer or tablet. 

This should be considered if your data requierment is low 
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What is data?
What is not data?
Speech (phone calls), 
messages (SMS)

Data is:-
browsing the Internet
sending/receiving photos, music, videos, TV, email, 
documents, MMS.

If you use Wifi at home you may not need any data.

1 to 2 GB on mobile phones can be sufficient
    for very light use, plain emails, banking etc

5 GB will suffice for most seniors, Facebook, 
Android/Apple mobile updates (not Windows 10)

Windows 10 has updates every 2 weeks, some can be 
more than 1 GB.
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Check your monthly cost and usage

Are you paying more than $10 for your mobile phone?

Are you paying more than $30 for your NBN home service, 
(without movies?)

or 
more than $60 with movies?
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Questions – comments ?
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